


I am a Contemporary Mexican Artist with 
a master's degree in graphic design, 

deeply imprinted by the culture of the 
state of Oaxaca. I recently moved to the 
USA, now living in New York. Due to my 
profound interest in organic systems and 
the complex dynamics that they present, I 
have built a conceptual framework based 
on the work of Gilles Deleuze and Felix 
Guattari as a tool to explore and analyze 
processes of transformation and the be-
coming of the multiplicities in an intensive 
space. Due to their power of change, I am 
very interested in organic and recyclable 
materials, like paper, cardboard, wood, 
and fungus. 
The main intention of my practice is not 
just to create aesthetic pieces of art but to 
create phenomenological knowing and, 
always in the direction of sprouting, novel 
interactions -phenomena- within society. 

Pepenar ≈  scavenging 

Due to online delivery, the contemporary city has articulated a quasi-totalitarian 
distributive production dynamic, whose waste element is cardboard, an infinitely 

reusable material! Resources are limited, but production cannot stop in the capitalist 
corpus; like Human Centipede, the city must redigest its waste to prolong indetermi-
nable its unsustainability.
Capitalism forces compulsive production and exuberance, but it also requires proces-
ses of anti-production to regulate supply. The destruction of overproduction is needed, 
but it is also essential to disconnect a certain number of subjects from the productive 
processes; money, in the form of buying power, is a way to restrain productive energy. 
The cruelest symbolic castration: to subsume the creative impulse! 

Our artistic action must exercise resistance to the dynamics of consumption impo-
sed by capitalist logic. Pepenar and recycling before exuberance! The selection 

of wasted materials is a statement and a creative act, creating new dynamics in the 
social body, which would not be generated if the materials were bought online or in a 
physical store. In this sense, our artistic action uncouples itself from specific capitalist 
operations to produce its own connections on the surface of social bodies. Wandering 
the city in search of materials is our revolutionary act against capitalism. 
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{“NAME”: “Torus_21”, “Creator”: “Tau_Lab”, “HASH”: “d1a6b60!5fae196”, “TIMESTAMP”: 1639083040.585986, 
“Torus_data”: {“Giga_0”: {“Color”: “Rare”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Giga_1”: {“Color”: “Rare”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Nor-
mal_0”: {“Color”: “Rare”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Normal_1”: {“Color”: “Rare”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Normal_2”: {“Color”: 
“Rare”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Micro_0”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Micro_1”: {“Color”: “Normal”, 
“Size”: “Normal”}, “Micro_2”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Micro_3”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Nor-
mal”}}}

{“NAME”: “Torus_22”, “Creator”: “Tau_Lab”, “HASH”: “92f963609971c76e”, “TIMESTAMP”: 
1639083082.085593, “Torus_data”: {“Giga_0”: {“Color”: “Rare”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Normal_0”: {“Color”: “Nor-
mal”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Normal_1”: {“Color”: “Rare”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Micro_0”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: 
“Normal”}, “Micro_1”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Micro_2”: {“Color”: “Rare”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Mi-
cro_3”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Micro_4”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Rare”}}}

{“NAME”: “Torus_0”, “Creator”: “Tau_Lab”, “HASH”: “2a3d57c73e2564ab”, “TIMESTAMP”: 1639078787.927158, 
“Torus_data”: {“Giga_0”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Normal_0”: {“Color”: “Rare”, “Size”: “Normal”}, 
“Normal_1”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Normal_2”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Nor-
mal_3”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Micro_0”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Micro_1”: {“Color”: 
“Rare”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Micro_2”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Micro_3”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: 
“Normal”}}}

{“NAME”: “Torus_1”, “Creator”: “Tau_Lab”, “HASH”: “5456efabfce7577a”, “TIMESTAMP”: 1639078834.152543, 
“Torus_data”: {“Giga_0”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Giga_1”: {“Color”: “Rare”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Nor-
mal_0”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Normal_1”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Normal_2”: 
{“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Micro_0”: {“Color”: “Rare”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Micro_1”: {“Color”: “Nor-
mal”, “Size”: “Rare”}, “Micro_2”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: “Normal”}, “Micro_3”: {“Color”: “Normal”, “Size”: 
“Normal”}}}







Don Apolonio presenta
San Andres Cholula, Puebla, México





El traje nuevo del Emperador





La Luz de la nevera, UDLAP
San Andres Cholula, Puebla, México





A XII. Dósai Alkotótáborban
Jászdózsa, Hungry











A XIV. Dósai Alkotótáborban
Jászdózsa, Hungry









A XV. Dósai Alkotótáborban
Jászdózsa, Hungry



IGOR Metropol
Budapest, Hungary







AIR CANXALAN 
Mataro, Espain



3D Line from a canopy ride PER 2 PER
San Andres Cholula, Puebla 








